Assembly Instructions: K D* SlabVoid Components

Use this step-by-step guide to assemble K D SureVoid Components. All components can be assembled in minutes either on- or off-site.

1. To get started, place assembly jig in work area selected for component assembly.

2. Separate crossmembers, individual runners and covers into four stacks. Remove all attaching tabs on die cut components (not necessary on custom-cut components).

3. First, place one or more full-length (or multiple half-length) runner(s), slot side up, on flat surface. Next, slide crossmembers down into runner slots until crossmembers and runners interlock smoothly. (See Details on Custom K D Assembly Instruction sheet)

4. Lay cover with waxed/imprinted side down, on top of assembly jig, folding piece into recessed area of jig. The unwaxed side should be facing upwards.

5. Place assembled crossmember/runner component(s) into recessed cover. Fold top flap toward assembler.

6. Complete assembly by closing cover securely and stapling at overlap area as shown.

7. Staples should be placed approximately one foot apart along length of component.

*(Knock Down)*

Within minutes, K D SureVoid Components are assembled into a sturdy, water resistant construction tool, suitable for your company’s use.
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